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INTRODUCTION 

For most of human history, infectious diseases were the primary 

killers. Today, however~ they are far back on the list of causes of 

death because of tremendous progress in biomedical research. Indeed~ 

the diseases that are most wide spread and burdensome today are those 

involving disorders of the hereditary material -- the genes and the 

chromosomes. An estimated 15 million Americans today suffer the con-

sequences of birth defects of varying severity. Although 20% of these 

cases represent the effects of agents such as infections, drugs and 

physical injury to fetus, and hence do not involve a heritable compon-

ent, the remaining 80%, or 12 million people, carry true genetic dis

eases due wholly or partly to defective genes or chromosomes. (1) 

These genetic defects are a major cause of infant mortality. As 

such, when measured in terms of the normal life expectancy they seem to 

claim a loss of 4.5 times as many life-years as heart diseases, 8 times 

as many as cancers and 10 times as many as strokes. Furthermore, it 

is estimated that 36% of all spontaneous abortions are caused by gross 

chromosomal defects, amounting to an abortion rate of more than 100,000 

per year in the United States alone. (1) 

In spite of these disturbing statistics, our understanding of the 

structure and behavior of human chromosomes is far from being complete. 

Indeed, it was only 20 years ago that Tijo and Levan confirmed that 

there are 46 chromosomes in humans and not 48 as previously thought. (2) 

Since the demonstration in 1959 that Down's syndrome results from an 

extra chromosome, (3) other syndromes have been associated with trisomies 

1 
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monosomies, deletions, and transloca'tions. The past seven years have 

seen an explosion of interest and progress in human cytogenetics. This 

has been made possible primarily by the banding techniques for chromo

somal study. There is now a variety of methods which produce consistent 

differential staining patterns or bands on the chromosomes. It is now 

possible not only to identify individual chromosomes, but also to iden-

tify regions of chromosomes. With this increased resolution, chromo-

somal abnormalities which previously were indistinguishable from normal 

chromosomes can now be recognized and analyzed in detail. 

In addition to the obvious applications to medical problems, the 

banding techniques offer insight into another area of widespread inter-

est, chromosome structure. A eukaryotic chromosome is fibrous in 

nature and consists of one double stranded DNA molecule with histones, 

RNA and acidic proteins. The fundamental question of how these fibers 

are folded with a packing ratio of over 1:10,000 has been a subject of 

intensive research. Until a couple of years ago, the hypothesis was 

that several orders of chromatin coiling were involved in the packing 

process. (4) The chromosome configuration was believed to be the result 

of a primary coiling of a double DNA helix, a secondary coiling of pro

teins associated with the DNA, and finally, a supercoiling of the pro

tein-associated fibers. 

Evidence suggests that most of the eukaryotic chromatin is packaged 

into repeating arrays of globular subunits consisting of double stranded 

DNA associated with his tones and separated by stretches of DNA not 

packaged into globular form. These particles are termed as nucleosomes 
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(nu bodies). (5,6) A model proposed by Kornberg(7) suggests that about 
. . 

200 base pairs of DNA are arranged on the outside of a globular octamer 

of his tones with the composition of (H4)2(H3)2(H2A)2(H2B)2' However, 

a later model proposed by Finch and Klug(8) is a solenoidal model for 

chromatin that needs.histone (HI) for stabilization of the structure. 

The latest model (9) has proposed that a human chromatid is a hier-

archy of helices consisting of four orders of coiling. The first order 

of packaging changes the DNA double helix to a string of nucleosomes, 

with a condensation factor of 7. The string of nucleosomes assumes a 

solenoid configuration in the second order of coiling, with a packing 

ratio increased to 40. The solenoid is folded once more to a third 

helix, or supersolenoid (unit fiber) thereby increasing the packing 

ratio to 1300-1500. It is further postulated that RNA or certain struc-

tural non-histone proteins crosslink the supersolenoid which then assumes 

the shape of a mitotic chromosome. We can summarize this sequence of 

events as follows. 

Nucleosome Solenoid 

Diameter 

Packing ratio 7 40 

Super solenoid 
(unit fiber) 

1300-1500 

Mitotic 
Chromosome 

1.0 ~m 

10,000 

Unless we understand the organizational structure of the human 

chromosome in relation to its function, behavior and identification, 

the prevention of the specific birth defects that result from chromo-

somal abnormalities will remain incomplete. 

The research presented in this dissertation consists of four 
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chapters that have either been published or been submitted for publica-

tion. These chapters deal with two major areas: (1) the structure 

of the human chromosome in relation to its function and identification 

(Chapters One and Two); and (2) the relationship of chromosomal abnor-

malities to specific birth defects (Chapters Three and Four). 

A. Banding and Spiralization of Human Metaphase Chromosomes 

An important tool in identifying the human chromosomes is the 

banding technique. Since the discovery of the Q-banding (fluorescing 

bands produced by acridine derivative stains) of human metaphase chromo

somes by T. Casperson et al., in 1970, (10) many other techniques have 

been developed to study banding. One of the problems inherent in study-

ing the structure of chromosomes is that they are fixed (acetic acid-

methanol) rather than being in their native state. The second problem 

arises when one tries to understand the mechanism(s) that causes band-

ing. The mechanism of G-banding (produced by using Giemsa dye as the 

staining agent), as concluded by Srivastava and Lucas, (11) is essential-

ly unknown. Even though much work has been done in the technical 

our understanding of what causes bands in human chromosomes, why a frac-

tion of cells do not produce banded chromosomes, and what factors are 

responsible for failure to obtain bands, remains partially incomplete. 

In contrast to banding, very little work has been done to study the 

spira1ization of human chromosomes. Ohnuki has reported that each chromo-

h h .. b f . 1 .. (12) I h d 1 some as a c aracterlstlc num er 0 splra s at mltoslS. ave eve-

oped a new technique to produce bands, spirals and intermediate config-

urations depending on the temperature exposure. In this technique, I 
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first apply heat to fixed chromosomes and then treat them with trypsin 

before staining with Quinacrine or Giemsa. My interpretation is that 

banding is not artifactual but appears to reflect the concentrations 

of chromatin material along the length of the chromosome. The concen

tration of chromatin material in turn may be determined by chromosomal 

proteins. The results are presented in the first chapter. 

B. Asymmetry of Sister Chromatids 

In this second chapter I contihue the research begun in the first 

chapter. My special interest here is to study the intermediate stage 

in which both the banding and spiralization are present. This is 

found to produce asymmetry in the sister chromatids t contrary to the 

present belief that they are identical. A possible explanation for the 

asymmetry is that the spirals in the sister chromatids have opposite 

helicities. An understanding of this asymmetry may explain the meta

phase orientation of the chromatids and why each moves to the opposite 

pole. 

C. Sex Chromosome Mosaicism in a Mother and Trisomy 13 in Her Child 

The third chapter deals with a case history in which a baby with 

trisomy 13 was born with gross physical abnormalities and expired after 

12 days. The father was found to have normal chromosomes and physical 

history, but the motherfs physical history revealed ovarian dysfunction, 

lower fertility among female sibs, low finger ridge count and mosaicism 

for 46,XX/47,XXX in her leucocytes. The extra chromosome was a marker 

X, partially twisted in the short arm and slightly uncoiled in the long 

arm near the centromeric region. Such a combination of double trisomy 
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in a family -- trisomy XXX mosaicism in.the mother and trisomy 13 in the 

child -- has never been reported before. 

D. Absence of Dermal Ridges and Sex Chromosome Mosaicism 

In this last chapter I study the relationship between the absence 

of finger prints and sex chromosomes. It is well known that chromosomal 

abnormalities are associated with abnormal dermatoglyphics. It has 

been widely observed that the autosomes have a much more drastic effect 

on dermatoglyphics than the sex chromosomes. (13) I present a case here 

in which there has been an absence of finger prints for four generations. 

The pedigree analysis reveals high fetal wastage. Chromosome analyses 

of the mother and the son show mosaicism for an extra X chromosome with 

a complex deletion (Xdel). This is the first time a sex chromosome has 

been found to give rise to complete absence of dermal ridges or ridge 

aplasia. 

I hope the research effort presented here will bring us one step 

closer toward understanding birth defects. 
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Introduction 

Spiralization or coiling of human metaphase chromosomes has been 

produced by several different methods. The most common technique uses 

hypotonic treatment (Osgood et al.~ 1964; Ohnuki, 1965, 1966, 1967, 1968; 

Ruzicka~ 1973). Spira1ization has also been produced by hyaluronidase 

(lino, 1971), low concentrations of calcium and magnesium ions (Shaw 

et al., 1972) and a combination of 2-mercaptoethanol, urea and SDS (Kato 

and Yosida, 1972). 

Chromosome banding techniques have generated interest as an approach 

to chromosome organization (for example, Comings and Avelino, 1974), in 

addition to their utility in chromosome identification. It is therefore 

pertinent to examine the relationship between spirals and bands. Kato 

and Yosida (1972) compared chromosomes with Giemsa banding to those with 

spirals produced by hypotonic treatment. They found some correlation 

of frequencies and of appearance for bands and spirals. However, in 

contrast to band structures, the spirals were stained uniformly along 

the length of the chromosomes. This agrees with the measurements of 

Bahr et a1. (1973) which show uniformity of density for hypotonic 

spirals. Thus, banded chromosomes are characterized by lateral uniform

ity and longitudinal differentiation, while spiralled chromosomes show 

longitudinal uniformity and lateral differentiation. The number of 

spirals is characteristic for each chromosome and for the stage of 

mitosis (Ohnuki, 1968; RUZicka, 1973). 

The purpose of this paper is to present a new method of producing 

spirals in human metaphase chromosomes using a combination of heat and 
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trypsin. This technique provides a new approach both to the mechanism 

of banding and to chromosome structure. 
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Materials and Methods 

Leukocytes from normal humans were cultured in Dulbecco's modified 

eagle medium no. 188 g supplemented with 20% fetal calf serum, anti-

biotics and phytohemagglutinin. After 72-84 h growth at 37° C, colchi-

cine (0.02 ug/ml) in Hanks' balanced solution was added. Two to four 

hours later, cells were harvested using a hypotonic solution of 0.075 M 

KCl and were incubated for 25 min at 37° C. A few drops of 1:3 mixture 

of glacial acetic acid and methanol fixative were added with gentle 

mixing. Cells were centrifuged for 10 min at 800 ~pm and the cell 

pellet was resuspended in fixative. Three to four changes of fixative 

were made after centrifugation. 

Standard procedure for slide preparation includes air drying at 

room temperature prior to trypsin treatment for G-banding and either air 

drying at room temperature or flame drying prior to Q-banding. Here we 

use one of three procedures: (1) air drying at room temperature, 

(2) flame drying (slides are dipped in 70% methanol and ignited)t or 

(3) heating on a hot plate. Slides were then aged for two weeks to 

several months at room temperature. 

Slides were treated with trypsin for 4 min at 37° C prior to stain-

ing. Trypsin stock solution consists of 1.0 gm Difco trypsin (1:250) 

dissolved in 400 m1 of Dulbecco phosphate buffer solution (PBS) without 

++ ++ Ca and Mg • Aliquots of 10.0 ml were frozen until needed. Working 

solutions contained 4 m1 of the stock solution plus 40 ml of PBS without 

++ . ++ Ca and Mg warmed to 37° C. 

G-banding procedure was that of Arrighi and Hsu (1974). Giemsa 
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stain solution consists of 2 m1 of Gurr's improved R66 Giemsa stain with 

2 ml of McIlvaines buffer at pH 6.8-7.0 and 36 ml of distilled water. 
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Results 

The results are shown in Figures 1-3. Figure 1 shows four meta

phase spreads from a flame dried slide which was aged several weeks be

fore treatment with trypsin and Giemsa staining. Figure la shows G

banding with C bands evident in some chromosomes. Sister chromotids 

are swollen and united as is characteristic of G-banded chromosomes 

which have been trypsin treated. Chromosomes in Figure lb are stained 

only at the periphery of the chromatids. This configuration has been 

explained as chromosomal collapse followed by an outward flow (Gormley 

and Ross~ 1976). Chromosomes in Figure lc show regular spiralling quite 

similar to that produced by hypotonic treatment. Sister chromatids are 

not swollen and are separated. Figure ld shows strong C-banding. These 

different spiral and banding patterns are representative of those seen 

on many flame dried slides though the frequencies are variable. 

The variety of chromosome morphologies seen on these slides is 

interpreted as reflecting differences in the temperature to which the 

cells were exposed. The temperature at which 70% methanol burns is 

approximately 375°C, giving a drastic though brief heat shock. However~ 

the flame and hence the heat are quite uneven over the surface of the 

slide. To control this variable heat, slides were placed for two min

utes on a hot plate with controlled temperature. All other procedures 

were the same as for flame drying. The chromosomes shown in Figure 1 

were reproduced in most cells of several slides at the following temper

atures: 

Figure 

Temperature in °c 

1a 

100 

1b 

140-150 

lc 

170-280 

Id 

>300 
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Figure 1: Chromosomes which have been flame dried, aged for several 
weeks, trypsinized, and Giemsa stained. 

a) G-bands 

b) Collapsed chromosomes 

c) Regular spirals 

d) C-bands 

, , 
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Figure 2: Chromosomes prepared as those in Fig. 1, but aged for 
several months. 

a) Chromosomes with bands and spirals 

b) Relaxed spirals 
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Figure 3: Conventional G-banded chromosomes prepared with air 
drying at room temperature rather than flame drying. 
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Figure 3 
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At temperatures above 300°C, the spread film did not remain intact 

on the slide. Thus, it was difficult to reproduce the C-banding shown 

in Figure ld. We assume that it is produced at high temperatures since 

it does not occur at lower temperature ranges. These temperatures are 

approximate and can vary with factors such as the age of the slide. 

Figure 2 shows metaphase spreads from a slide prepared in the same 

manner as the previous slide but aged for several months. Among meta

phases similar to those in Figure 1 were two additional stages. Figure 

2a is a transitional stage in which horizontal bands and spirals occur 

together. Sister chromatids often are asymmetrical. This finding is 

discussed more extensively in the next chapter. Figure 2b shows irreg

ular relaxed spirals contrasted to the regular tight spirals of Figure 

lc. These configurations have also been produced with quinacrine mus

tard staining. 

Figure 3 shows conventional G-banding following air drying at room 

temperature and trypsin treatment. It is included here to show that 

spiralization resulted specifically from the combined treatment of heat 

and trypsin and not from other variables in our technique. 
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Discussion 

The most· common procedures for G-banding involve trypsin treatment 

of slides which have been air dried at room temperature. Q-banding pro

cedures use no trypsin treatment and slides are either flame dried or 

air dried at room temperature. Neither heat nor trypsin alone is suf

ficient to produce spirals, but heat prior to trypsin treatment will 

produce spirals with either stain. Apparently, heat denaturation of 

chromatin makes available to the action of trypsin some chromosomal 

-proteins which would otherwise be protected. The degradation of these 

proteins then allows the chromatin to assume a regular spiral configur

ation. 

The difficulty in drawing inferences about native chromatin follow

ing pretreatment and fixation has been pointed out previously. In the 

extreme, Du Praw has argued that virtually all chromosome preparations 

are artifactual (1973). The usual fixation methods for banding remove 

some histones and non-histone proteins, making the DNA more accessible 

to external reagents (Dick and Johns, 1968; Sumner et al., 1973; Comings 

and Ave1ino, 1974). However, several lines of evidence suggest that 

banding does reflect normal chromosome structure: (1) Yunis and Sanchez 

have demonstrated banding without the usual pretreatments of heat, alkali 

or proteolytic enzymes (1973); (2) there is a strong correspondence of 

densitometric traces from electron micrographs of chromosomes with those 

from both Q- and G-banded chromosomes (Bahr et al., 1973; Ruzicka and 

Schwarzacher, 1974; Golomb and Bahr, 1974); (3) Ganner and Evans have 

shown a correspondence between late replicating regions of chromosomes 

and banding (1971). Thus, three quite different approaches support the 
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importance of banded regions as reflections of chromosome organization. 

The present technique allows the study of the relationship between 

spirals and bands by vary~ng the temperature. Of particular interest, 

is the intermediate stage with both spirals and bands (Fig. 2a). We 

believe that this technique will be useful in unravelling the nature of 

banding and the structure of chromosomes. 
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Summary 

A new technique is described which produces spiralization of 

human metaphase chromosomes. The important feature is heat followed 

by trypsin treatment. By varying conditions, it is possible to produce 

bands, spirals and intermediate stages. This provides a new approach 

to the understanding of banding and chromosome structure. 
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Introduction 

Semiconservative replication produces two identical chromatids for 

each chromosome. The only reported cytological techniques which produce 

asymmetry between chromatids depend upon introducing that asymmetry dur

ing DNA replication [1,2]. These methods do not suggest any intrinsic 

asymmetry [3]. All of the many banding methods for metaphase chromosomes 

produce consistent patterns which are identical for sister chromatids and 

for homologs. The standard banding patterns are produced in human meta

phase chromosomes when slides dried at room temperature are treated with 

trypsin and stained with Giemsa [4] or when slides (either flame dried 

or dried at room temperature) are stained with quinacrine mustard [5]. 

This report demonstrates that a combination of trypsin treatment and 

flame drying, followed by either quinacrine mustard or Giemsa staining, 

produces banding differences between sister chromatids and often between 

homologs. 
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Materials and Hethods 

Chromosome preparations were obtained from leucocyte cultures. 

Dulbecco's modified Eaglets medium was supplemented with 15% calf serum, 

penicillin-streptomycin, and phytohemagglutinin. Growth was arrested 

after 72 hours by adding colchicine (0.02 ~g/ml). A hypotonic solution 

of sodium citrate was used. Chromosomes were washed and fixed in 3:1 

methanol-acetic acid mixture. Drops of fixed material were dropped on 

slides dipped in 70% methanol and the slides were ignited. They were 

then aged for several months. 

The aged slides were immersed in a Coplin jar containing a solution 

of 0.025% trypsin in PBS at 37°C for four minutes. The trypsin action 

was stopped by dipping the slides in absolute ethanol. Slides were then 

stained with quinacrine mustard and visualized using a fluorescent micro

scope or stained with Giemsa and observed by phase microscopy. Kodak 

Tri-X film was used for photomicrography. 
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Results 

The surprising finding was that chromosomes showed asymmetry of 

bands in sister chromatids. Figs. IA and B show overlapping sections 

from the same metaphase stained with quinacrine mustard. The majority 

of chromosomes have sister chromatids asymmetrical in the number of 

bright bands and their positions. This is less clear in smaller chromo

somes. Some Q-bands are oblique and almost all of the bands appear to 

have a larger diameter than the rest'of the chromatid. 

Fig. Ie shows two enlarged number 6 chromosomes from Figs. lA and 

B. Although the sister chromatids have dissimilar banding patterns, the 

homologs show similar patterns. Thus, each chromatid is more like its 

homologous chromatid than it is like its sister chromatid. In contrast, 

Fig. lD shows chromosome 2 from Fig. 1A in which there is a breakdown of 

banding symmetry in the homologs as well as in the sister chromatids. 

None of the four chromatids have the same banding pattern. 

A karyotype in Fig. 2 contrasts the usual Q-banding following flame 

drying and quinacrine mustard staining [5], with banding produced by our 

technique. For each of the 23 chromosome types, one control chromosome 

appears on the left with the two homologs from an experimental metaphase 

on the right. The expe~imental chromosomes show asymmetry in sister 

chromatids and between homologs as seen in Fig. 1. In most cases the 

distorted bands show some similarity. to control bands. This point is 

developed below. 

In order to compare this unusual banding pattern between cells and 

with normal banding, we show chromosome 1 from six experimental cells 
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Figure 1: Human chromosomes prepared by flame-trypsin treatment and 

stained with quinacrine mustard. 

, , 

A. and B. - A metaphase spread. Arrows indicate chromo-. 

somes shown in C and D. 

c. Enlarged number 6 chromosomes from the metaphase of A 

and B. 

D. Enlarged number 2 chromosomes from the metaphase of A 

and B. 
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Figure 1 
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Figure 2: A karyotype of human chromosomes stained with quinacrine 

mustard. For each chromosome type, one control chromosome 

is on the left with the two homologs from a cell prepared 

by the flame-trypsin method. 
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stained with quinacrine mustard (Fig. 3B-G) and one experimental cell 

stained with Giemsa (Fig. 3H). The two chromosomes from a control cell 

appear in the upper left (Fig. 3A). The typical banding pattern of two 

bands in the short arm and five bands in the long arm [6] can be seen 

in these control chromosomes. Experimental chromosomes show fewer bands 

and these are often displaced and oblique. Although the chromosomes 

vary, some patterns are repeated. The most common feature of the short 

arm is a distinct band in one chromatid with an offset band in the sister 

chromatid. This is clearest in the left chromosomes of 3D, F and G. The 

long arms are much more variable t though some have symmetrical sister 

chromatids (e.g. both chromosomes of 3B). All of the 14 experimental 

chromosomes are asymmetrical in at least one arm. 
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Figure 3: Number I chromosomes from eight different cells. 

A. Chromosomes, showing standard quinacrine banding, 

without trypsin treatment. 

B-G. Chromosomes prepared by flame-trypsin treatment and 

stained with quinacrine mustard. 

H. Chromosomes prepared by flame-trypsin treatment and 

stained with Giemsa. 
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Discussion 

Apparently, the combined effect of flame drying and trypsin produces 

chromatin patterns which are intermediate between banding and spiraliza

tion and asymmetrical in sister chromatids. The relationship between 

banding and spiralization is discussed elsewhere [7]. It is unlikely 

that the asymmetry demonstrated here results from differences in chroma

tin composition of sister chromatids. There are at least two ways of 

generating asymmetry without compositional differences. The first pos

sibility is that each chromatid is asymmetrical around its circumference. 

Sister chromatids would appear asymmetrical if they presented different 

surfaces on the slides. A second possibility is that each chromatid has 

optional structural configurations. The choice of options might be dir

ected, for example, from the centromere, such that sister chromatids as

sume different configurations. It has been shown [8,9] that although 

spiralization produced by hypotonic treatment has the same pattern in 

sister chromatids, it is often in opposite directions. That is, chromo

somes have bilateral symmetry. These differences between sister chroma

tids could be important in regular disjunction at anaphase by ensuring 

recognition by spindle fibers so that fibers from the same pole do not 

attach to both sister chromatids. 
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Summary 

'Human metaphase chromosomes show identical lateral bands in sister 

chromatids when stained with quinacrine mustard or Giemsa-trypsin. A 

hybrid of these two methods produces banding patterns which are different 

in sister chromatids yet may be repeated in homologous chromatids. 
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I. Human Trisomies 

A. Trisomy X 

Although the first reported case of trisomy X or triplo-X (47,XXX) 

I 2 was quite abnormal in phenotype' it has subsequently become clear that 

this is atypical. The majority of individuals are physically normal, 

which would be expected from the mechanism of X-inactivation. There is 

extreme variability, ranging from normality to extreme cases such as the 

original one. The same variability and overlap with normality are found 

for mental ability. The risk of mental abnormality remains uncertain~,4 

Because of the phenotypic variability it has been impossible to define 

a trisomy X syndrome in the clinical sense. 33 

The extra X chromosome may be present in all cells (complete trisomy 

X) or only in some fraction of cells (mosiac or mixoploid). In the lat-

ter, there are several variables: 1) the frequency of aneuploid cells, 

2) the number of cell types, and 3) the distribution of cell types in 

the body_ The frequency of aneuploid cells varies over a large range. 3 

The question of what fraction of aneuploid cells must be found to clas-

sify an individual as a mosaic rather than a normal with a few aneuploid 

cells, ramains unresolved. The simplest mosaics have two cell types, 

46,XX and 47,XXX, but monosomic, tetrasomic and/or pentasomic cells may 

3 also be present. The distribution of cell types has been shown, by 

karyotypes and by Barr bodies, to vary from tissue to tissue and even 

from left to right within the same tissue. 5 The phenotype of mosaics 

would thus be expected to be extremely variable and indeed it ranges 

from apparently normal to quite abnormal. Since the phenotypic distri-
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butions are indistinguishable, most authors consider complete trisomy X 

and mosaic trisomy X together. 

Examination of interphase nuclei for the presence of two Barr bodies 

is a useful method for identifying individuals with at least three X 

chromosomes. It must be remembered that many nuclei of 46,XX females 

do not show a Barr body, and similarly, most nuclei of trisomy X females 

do not show both Barr bodies. Buccal smear analysis of the first re-

ported case showed 57 percent of cells with one sex chromatin body and 

1 14 percent with two. The average frequencies for buccal smears from 

3 125 triplo-X individuals, as compiled by Barr et al., were 43% with one 

body and 24% with two. The sample included 108 complete trisomies and 

17 mosaics. As expected, the mosaics had variable frequencies of Barr 

bodies, scattered all through the range of the entire group, but on the 

average, fewer cells showed Barr bodies (38% with one and 16% with two). 

The failure of early surveys to detect any double chromatjn-positive 

6 newborn girls, cited by Hamerton, may not be surprising in view of 

these frequencies. 

Some properties of trisomy X compared to other trisomies are given 

in Table 1. 

B. Trisomy 13 

Trisomy 13 (47,XX,+13 or 47,XY,+13), also called trisomy Dl , Patau's 

Syndrome or occasionally Barto1in-Patau Syndrome, would be expected to 

be more deleterious than any of the other three common trisomies since 

trisomy 18 and trisomy 21 involve smaller chromosomes and trisomy X is 

modified through X inactivation. The severity of the trisomy 13 syn-
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Table. 1 

Sever:lty Index of Human Trisomies 

Trisomy: 13 18 21 

Phenotype Grossly Grossly Abnormal Abnormal Abnormal 

Fifty percent 
post-natal 
mortality 

Percent among 
live birthse 

Percent of 
total trisomies 
among spontaneous 
abortionsg 

Percent of total 
trisomies among 
live births i 

a. Magenis and Hecht 

b. Hecht 8 

Miller 9 c. 

7 

one one b 3-4 
montha month years 

0.005 0.012 0.125 

0.033 0.057 0.090 

0.017 0.045 0.416 

d. Probably not reduced greatly from XX females 

Hook and 10 e. Hamerton . 

c 

f. Frequency of trisomy among live born females only 

Calculated from data in Carr and Gedeon 11 g. 

h. Includes both XXX and XXY 

i. Jacobs 12 

x 

Var:lable 

Unknown 
d 

0.104 f 

0.00511 

0.34711-
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drome is indicated by the following: 1) it is rare among live births, 

7 
2) the phenotype involves gross mental and physical defects, 3) the 

7 life expectancy is extremely short, and 4) among spontaneous abortions, 

trisomy 13 accounts for 1.70 percent of total chromosome anomalies (cal

II culated from a recent review by Carr and Gedeon ). There are nine 

other trisomies, including both 18 and 21, which are more common in the 

samples. 12 However t Jacobs has compared the relative frequencies of 

each chromosomal trisomy among abortions with trisomies and liveborn 

with trisomies. Her results show that chromosome 13 is more prevalent 

among aborted trisomies than among liveborn trisomies, whereas the con-

verse is true for both chromosomes 18 and 21. We have made the same 

comparisons using abortion data which are more recent and extensive,ll 

and find that while the percentages have changed somewhat, particularly 

for chromosome 1S t it remains clear that trisomy 13 is much more likely 

to be aborted. These comparisons for trisomies 13, 18, 21, and X are 

summarized in Table 1. 

Taylor et a1. l3 have presented three new cases and reviewed the 

chromosomal etiology of trisomy 13 from the literature. They found 87 

(71%) complete trisomies,'25 (20%) unbalanced translocations, and 11 

(9%) mosaics among the total 123 cases. This is in reasonably close 

14 agreement with the earlier surveys of 27 cases by Taylor and 221 cases 

by Magenis, et al. 15 Of th 1 . t d bTl 1 13 e e even mosa1CS repor e y ay or, et a ., 

only five were of the simplest type, 47,XX/47,XX + D or 46,XY/47,XY + D. 

The other six cases were mosaic for chromosome rearrangements or in one 

instance, tetrasomy as well as trisomy, and included three infants with-
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out a normal cell line. 

Here we report on what we believe is a unique case, in which a 

mother with mosaic trisomy X has produced a child with complete trisomy 

13. 
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II. Investigation of a Family with Two Trisomies 

A. Case report 

The proposita, a 31 year old white woman, was found to be in good 

health and physically normal except for some evidence of ovarian dys

function. Menarche was at age 13, with very irregular menses. She 

married at age 25 and took birth control pills for the following year. 

At age 29 she began fertility evaluation after failure to become preg

nant. Her ovulation was unpredictable. At age 30 she took the fertil

ity drug Clomid for six months. 

She became pregnant and delivered a SIb. 14 1/2 oz. male infant 

approximately two weeks prematurely. Multiple anomalies noted at birth 

included short depressed palpebral slants, microphthalmia, micrognathia, 

wide nasal bridge, small low set and poorly molded ears, increased nuchal 

folds, a soft palate cleft, an unbilical hernia, a single unbilical 

artery, elongated thumb and some overlapping of fingers, bilateral 

simian crease, ulnar polydactyly, rocker-bottom feet, anal stenosis, 

undecended testes, and hyperconvex nails. The face of the child is 

shown in fig. 1. The eyes were small, each less than one em in dia

meter, and placed deeply in the orbits. The left side view of the head 

(fig. 2) shows the low set malformed ears. The right hand (fig. 3) 

shows a simian crease and a small sixth digit. The rocker-bottom right 

foot is shown in fig. 4. The diagnosis was trisomy 13. The infant 

expired twelve days after its birth. The autopsy examination confirmed 

the features listed above and also' found the left kidney to be absent. 
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Figure 1: The face of the trisomy 13 infant. 

Figure 2: The left side view of the head of the trisomy 13 infant. 

Figure 3: The right hand of the trisomy 13 infant. 

Figure 4: The right foot of the trisomy 13 infant. 
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Figure 1 Figure 2 

Figure 3 Figure 4 
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The pedigree of the proposita'~ family is shown in fig. 5. There 

is no known consanguinity. She was the youngest of nine children. 

Three brothers (11-3, 11-5, 11-12) have produced eight normal children. 

All five sisters have had normal menses. Two unmarried sisters (II-9, 

11-14) and one married sister (11-16) have no children. Another sister 

(II-8) has ha~ two normal daughters and two miscarriages. The remain

ing sister (II-II) has three normal daughters and a son (III-l2) with 

optic agenesis and cutis marmorata. Among the surviving children of 

the nine siblings of the second generation are ten females and four 

males. The mother of the proposita (I-3) died at age 42 of childbirth 

complications and the father (I-2) died at age 68 of silicosis. The 

family history of the husband of proposita (11-17) was unexceptional. 

B. Chromosome Analysis 

1. Materials and Methods 

Leucocytes were cultured from the proposita, her husband and 

their child, using Dulbecco's medium supplemented with fetal calf serum, 

antibiotics, and phytohemagglutinin. Cells were treated with colchicine 

and harvested after 72 hours, using 0.075 M KCl as hypotonic solution 

and a 3:1 methanol-acetic acid fixative. Chromosomes were banded with 

Giemsa or quinacrine for karyotype analysis. 

Buccal smears from the proposita were stained with orcein to 

look for Barr bo~ies or with quinacrine to look for Y bodies. 

2. Results 

Twenty metaphase spreads from the husband of the proposita were 

counted and were all the normal 46,XY (fig. 6). Twenty metaphase 
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Figure 5: The pedigree of the family. The mosaic trisomy X proposita 

is indicated with an arrow. 
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spreads from the child uniformly sho~ed 47 chromosomes. Banding identi

fied the extra chromosome as number 13 (fig. 7)t thus confirming the 

diagnosis of trisomy 13 based on clinical features. 

After an initial indication of mosaicism in the proposita's 

cells t 200 metaphase spreads were counted. One hundred and eighty-two 

(91%) of the cells were normal 46,XX, but the remaining eighteen (9%) 

had one or two extra chromosomes. Figure 8 shows one of these meta

phase spreads with two normal X chromosomes and a chromosome which is 

about ten percent longer than the normal X chromosomes, is partially 

uncoiled near the centromeric region of the long arm "and twisted near 

the centromeric region of the short arm, and has the banding pattern of 

an X chromosome. This distinctive morphology along with clear X banding 

was found in five of the eighteen aneuploid cells. The other thirteen 

cells had a variety of smaller chromosomes, including rings and frag

ments which we believe were derived from the extra X chromosome, though 

in most cases banding is inconclusive. In only one cell was the extra 

chromosome the size of a D chromosome and banding did not suggest 

chromosome 13. The mosaicism involves an unstable X chromosome and 

not chromosome 13 for which her child is aneuploid. Complete cyto

genetic analysis of this X chromosome is detailed in Appendix A. 

Buccal smears from the proposita showed 39 percent of the cells 

with one Barr body and none with two Barr bodies. This is not sur

prising since karyotype analysis showed that only 2.5 percent of cells 

(5/200) have a large extra X chromosome, and since as it was noted 

earlier, the fraction of cells showing two Barr bodies in trisomy X 
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Figure 6: A metaphase spread from a leucocyte of the proposita's 

husband with the normal 46,XY constitution. 
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Figure 6 
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Figure 7: A metaphase spread from a leucocyte of the trisomy 13 

-infant. Arrows pOint to the three number 13 chromosomes. 
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Figure 7 
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Figure 8: A metaphase spread from an aneuploid leucocyte of the 

proposita. Arrows point to the three X chromosomes. 
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Figure 8 
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Figure 9: An inked print of a pocket whorl from the proposita. 

Figure 10: An inked print of the double loop whorl of the proposita. 
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Figure 9 
Figure 10 
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mosaics averages only 16 percent and is quite variable. Staining for 

Y bodies was negative in all cells. 

C. Dermatoglyphics 

The total finger ridge count of the propos ita was 113, which is 

closer to the average count of 109.B for trisomy X females of British 

16 
extraction than to the average count of 127.2 for normal females, 

although the ranges of both groups are so broad that 113 is common for 

both. 16 ,17 The lower ridge count of the proposita did not result from 

the presence of arches. She had five loops and five whorls, of which 

three were pocket whorls (fig. 9), one was a spiral whorl, and one was 

a double loop (fig. 10). In normal females, the mean ridge count for 

loops is 12.1 and for whorls is lB.3. l7 The proposita had corresponding 

counts of 11.B and 11.0, showing that her lower total ridge count re

sulted primarily from the pocket whorls. 
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III. Inheritance of Trisomies 

A. Progeny of Trisomies 

If disjunction of the three homologs in a trisomic is random, then 

one expects one half normal monosomic gametes and one half disomic 

gametes. This will result either from trivalent pairing or from forma-

tion of a bivalent and univalent, provided the univalent is not lost at 

anaphase. If fertilization is also random and survival in unaffected, 

then one half normal disomic progeny and one half trisomic progeny are 

expected. In Drosophila melanogaster, triplo-X females rarely survive 

18 and are sterile when they do, but triplo-4 flies usually, though not 

19 20 always, ' produce the expected 1 disomic:l trisomic progeny ratio. 

The behavior of trisomics in plants has been thoroughly reviewed by 

21 Khush. In most species, the extra chromosome is transmitted in less 

than the expected 50% frequency. Khush has detailed the evidence for 

the mechanisms which have been proposed to account for this. 

In humans, trisomy 21 males are sterile, but there are a number of 

reports of fertile trisomy 21 females. Their offspring show a slight 

4 6 22 deficiency of affected individuals, though the numbers are small. " , 

23,24 23 As Mikkelsen has pointed out, some deficiency is expected 

since trisomy 21 fetuses suffer a high spontaneous abortion rate. 

Since trisomies 13 and 18 do not survive to reproductive age, the be-

havior of the three homologs in gametogenesis must be examined in a 

different way. Mosaics with a low frequency of trisomic cells might 

be phenotypically normal, and yet have a high risk of producing children 

with complete trisomies. Finding such mosaics among the parents of 
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trisomic children would support this idea. The fact that they have not 

yet been found for trisomies 13 or 1813 ,14 does not rule out this pos-

sibility. Mosaicism for trisomy 21 has been detected in both fathers 

and mothers after the birth of a Down's syndrome child.
25 

The situation with trisomy X in humans is somewhat more complex. 

As usual, randomness predicts 1 monosomic:l disomic gamete and 1 di-

somic:l trisomic zygote, but fertilization by X- or Y-bearing sperm 

should produce four types of progeny with equal frequency: 46,XX; 

46,XY; 47,XXX; and 47,XXY. The pooled results from numerous reports 

show all four of these classes, but with only a few of either trisomy 

3 4 6 22 
and with an excess of normal males over normal females. ' " The 

largest compilation, that of Barr et al.,3 summarized the information 

on 67 children of 28 trisomy X women. Of the children whose sex was 

recorded, 31 were male and 19 were female. Twenty-nine children who 

were·tested cytogenetically for sex chromosome constitution consisted 

of three males with 47,XXY, one male with 46,XY/47,XXY mosaicism, one 

female with 46,XX/47,XXX mosaicism, and 24 with normal sex chromosome 

constitutions. The authors have pointed out the interesting feature 

that four of the five women who did produce aneuploid offspring were 

themselves mosaic, even though only eight of the total 28 women in the 

sample were mosaic. 

The preponderance of normal progeny from trisomy X mothers is 

usually attributed to meiotic drive. However, the excess of normal 

sons over normal daughters can only be accounted for by a post-meiotic 

event, either sperm selection or differential fetal survival. The 
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uterine environment of normal 46,XX females is compatible with develop-

ment of 47,XXX and 47,XXY fetuses, as evidenced by the scarcity of 

11 these karyotypes among spontaneous abortions. We are led to postu-

late that the uterine environment of trisomy X females is such that 

the successful survival of the fetus depends upon its sex chromosome 

complement and that a mosaic female is likely to have a more normal 

uterine phenotype. While aneuploid zygotes will be produced by both 

mosaic and complete trisomy X females, they are much more likely to 

complete development with a mosaic mother. 

B. Families With More Than One Trisomy 

The previous section discussed the inheritance of a trisomy from 

a parent who has the same trisomy. Here the discussion is broadened to 

include inheritance of a trisomy from a parent with a different trisomy 

and the occurrence of trisomies in other relatives. These numerous 

cases have been reviewed 6,23,26,27 and presently are interpreted as 

showing a clearly nonrandom clustering of aneuploids. 

Part of the nonrandomness results from the correlation of trisomy 

with maternal age. A second factor is the balanced translocation which 

generates unbalanced aneuploids with regularity. A third cause is 

mosaicism in parents. In some families the mosaicism has been diffi-

25 28 cult to demonstrate, ' suggesting that undiscovered mosaicism might 

account for many cases of familial chromosomal aneuploidy. However, if 

a correction is made for maternal age, if translocation aneuploids are 

-eliminated, and if one considers only families in which individuals 

have different chromosomal trisomies such that direct transmission from 
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Table 2 

Combinations of two trisomies which have been reported either as a 
double trisomy or within close relatives. 

13 18 21 x - -- - -

13 +a + + 
b -

18 - + + 

21 + + 

X + 

a. A n+tr indicates that the combination has been reported. Mosaics 
were included. 

b. A It_" indicates that the combination has not been reported. 
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a mosaic parent cannot be an explanation, then there remains a nonran-

12 dom risk of producing a trisomic conceptus. It is therefore important 

to accumulate information on cases such as the one in this report. 

c. Double Trisomy 

A double trisomy is a type of multiple aneuploidy in which an 

individual rather than a family has more than one trisomy. There are 

many examples in the literature (for reviews, see 4, 6, and 23). It 

has been argued that the frequency of double trisomies for XXY and 

trisomy 21 indicates nonrandomness 29 just as is found for multiple 

trisomies within families. More recent data have shown that this is 

true for newborns but not older groups, indicating high mortality of 

. 23 30 the double tr1somy. ' 

We have found examples in the literature of individuals or of 

families or of both, having eight of the ten possible pairs of trisomies 

for chromosomes 13, 18, 21 and X (Table 2). We have included mosaics of 

all types, including the interesting report by Baikie et al. 3l of a 

47,XX,+D/47,XX,+E/48,XX,+D+E female. The two pairs of trisomies which 

we did not find are trisomy 18 with trisomy 18 and trisomy X with tri-

somy 13. Here we report on a family with the latter pair, and we are 

preparing a report on an example of the former pair. 

D. Further Evidence for Nonrandom Trisomies in Families 

Jacobs has presented two further arguments for an increased prob

ability of trisomies in certain fami1ies. 12 The first line of evidence 

is the demonstration of a highly significant concordance between the 

chromosome status of two consecutive karyotyped abortions in 70 women. 
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If one abortion has a normal karyotype, the second is more likely to 

also. Conversely, if one shows a chromosomal abnormality, the second 

is more likely to be chromosomally abnormal, though .not necessarily having 

the same abnormality. This seems to involve principally trisomies, and 

trisomies C and D in particular. 

The second argument comes from the demonstration by Alberman 

et al. 32 of a high probability that women who spontaneously aborted a 

trisomy previously had a trisomy 21 child. This is not true for women 

who aborted a chromosomally normal fetus or even for those who aborted 

a fetus with a chromosomal abnormality other than a trisomy. 
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IV. Interpretation of the Family Presented in the Report 

There are three plausible explanations which could account for a 

woman who is mosaic for trisomy X producing a trisomy 13 child. The 

first is coincidence. The second is the interference of pairing be-

tween homologs by a nonhomologous chromosome. The third is the presence 

of a cell division mutant. 

Although we have presented at some length the evidence for nonran-

dom occurrence of trisomies, it is impossible to rule out coincidence 

in any particular family with two trisomies. Having ascertained that 

the child of proposita has trisomy 13, the propos ita is expected to 

have trisomy X with the same probability as any, other female, about 

0.00104. 10 This cannot be tested with one example. However, the four-

year failure of this woman to become pregnant, after stopping the use 

of birth control pills, raises the possibility of earlier conceptions 

with chromosomal anomalies which may have been aborted before they 

became recognizable pregnancies. Therefore, we consider two exp1ana-

tions which assume a direct relationship between the two trisomies. 

The presence of an extra X chromosome in primary oocytes may inter-

fere with the pairing of other chromosomes, in this case number 13, to 

cause nondisjunction. Mikkelsen has suggested such a mechanism to 

account for familial associations which occur frequently, such as tri-

23 somy 21 with DqDq translocations. The production of aneuploid pro-

geny by nonhomologous pairing is well documented in Drosophila melano-

33 saster trisomies. 

The existence of mutants which cause aberrant chromosome behavior 
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leading to mosaicism and aneuploid progeny is well established in a 

number of organisms (for recent reviews, see 27 and 34). Such mutants 

have been frequently invoked to account for families with mUltiple 

35 36 27 aneuploids.' Baker et ale have discussed four lines of evidence 

for cell division mutants in humans. The present case has elements of 

three of these. 1) Nonrandom clustering of chromosomal abnormalities 

within kindreds. It has been stressed that this family involves tri-

somies in mother and son. 2) Heritable changes in morphology of speci-

fic regions of mitotic chromosomes. Five metaphase spreads from the 

mother's cultured leucocytes had an extra X chromosome with a distinc-

tive elongation and twisting in the centromeric region of the short 

arm (discussed in section lIB above). Thus it is mitotically heritable~ 

though we were unable to examine cells of other relatives to determine 

whether it is transmitted from indiviudal to individual. 3) Gene-

controlled disorders associated with mitotic chromosome instability 

and/or defective DNA repair processes. Mitotic instability of the 

extra X chromosome is indicated by the rings and fragments which were 

found in the proposita's cultured leucocytes. We have no evidence to 

determine whether this is controlled by a gene or is a property of the 

chromosome itself. 4) Meiotic anomalies in sterile males. This fam-

ily offers no indication of fertility problems in males. However, 

among the sibling females in generation II (fig. 5), the infertility of 

the proposita (11-18) has been discussed, 11-8 has had two miscarriages, 

and 11-16 is married but has elected not to have children (behavioral 

infertility?). Gametogenesis has not been studied in any of these 
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individuals. 

The simplest explanation for this family in terms of a cell divi-

sion mutant would be that the proposita has a mutant which interferes 

with normal chromosomal behavior during mitosis to produce mosaicism in 

her cells and during meiosis to produce aneuploidy in her offspring. 

Mutants which cause nondisjunction in both mitosis and meiosis are 

37 38 known in Drosophila melanogaster. ' 

Finally, we offer a practical caveat. Had chromosome analysis 

been carried out as part of the infertility study of this woman, gene-

tic counseling might have led her to avoid the trauma of bearing a tri-

somy 13 child. Infertility patients should be screened with derma to-

glyphics, buccal smears and chromosome studies. If these analyses in-

dicate high risk, any pregnancies can be monitored with amniocentesis. 
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v. Summary 

This is the first reported family in which both trisomy X and 

trisomy 13 have occurred. A 31 year old white female with a history 

of ovarian dysfunction and infertility delivered a male infant with 

trisomy 13. Her cultured leucocytes were mosaic for trisomy X. The 

extra X chromosome was morphologically distinct in several cells. Other 

cells contained rings and fragments. Dermatoglyphic analysis showed a 

decreased total ridge count with five loops, three pocket whorls, one 

spiral whorl, and one double loop. 

The nature of trisomy X and trisomy 13 are discussed with particu

lar emphasis on the genetic transmission. Possible mechanisms to ex

plain the two trisomies in this family are evaluated. It is suggested 

that infertility analysis should include evaluation of the risk of 

birth defects. 
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Figure 11: Marker X chromosome from five different metaphase 

plates from the proposita's leucocyte culture. 

See Appendix A for details. 
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Figure 11 
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Figure 12: Extra chromosomes (or breakage products) recovered 

from five different metaphase plates. See Appendix 

A for details. 
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Figure 12 
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Appendix A 

Here I describe in detail the photomicrographs from ten different 

metaphase plates of the proposita's leucocyte in Figure 11 and 12. 

For reference see page 5~ 

I. Figure 11 

A. A Q-banded marker X chromosome is shown with a fragment and two 

normal X chromosomes. Note the twisting of the short arm, and 

the uncoiling of the long arm near the centromeric region. 

B. A Q-banded marker X chromosome is indicated by the arrow along 

with a normal X chromosome. 

C. A Q-banded marker X chromosome is indicated by the arrow. The 

small fragment in the lower right-hand corner shows a banding 

pattern similar to the distal end of the long arm of the X 

chromosome. 

D. A Q-banded marker X chromosome is shown. 

E. Four pictures (two G-banded and two Q-banded) of a marker X chromo

some are shown. Note the long arm of the X chromosome is com

pletely uncoiled forming a giant loop, joining at the center and 

away from the centromere. The Q-banded picture in the lower right

hand corner shows the characteristic bright band of an X chromo

some in the short arm. 

II. Figure 12 

A. An extra chromosome, possibly an X, is shown with two fragments. 

B. The arrows point to two small fragments slightly smaller than 

G-group chromosomes. 

C. Two ring chromosomes are indicated by arrows. 
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Appendix A (continued) 

Figure 12 

D. An extra chromosome is shown, comparable in size to D-group 

chromosomes. 

E. An extra chromosome is shown, comparable in size to E-group 

chromosomes. 
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I. Dermatoglyphics and Birth Defects 

While the inheritance of ridge patterns is not well understood, it 

is clear that it is polygenic. The environmental influence is strong 

and a large array of genetic and environmental changes alter the ridge 

pattern. Both of these features are characteristic of polygenic in-

heritance. The best evidence for the interaction between the genes and 

the environment comes from studies of twins. Comparisons of total ridge 

count for monozygotic and dizygotic twin pairs showed much higher con-

cordance for monozygotic twin pairs, indicating the importance of her-

d 't 1,2,3,4 e 1 y. However, the fact that dermatoglyphic patterns of mono-

zygotic twins do differ, shows the importance of environmental influence. 

The environment of importance must be the uterine environment during the 

tenth to twenty-eighth weeks of fetal development when the ridges are 

. 5 678 
developing. " Recently, Reed et ale have compared monozygotic twins 

to demonstrate the interaction of genes and environment for a large 

number of dermatoglyphic variables. 

Characteristic dermatoglyphic patterns have been demonstrated for 

both chromosomal aneuploids and chromosomal rearrangements (for reviews, 

see 7, 9, 10). This was demonstrated for trisomy 21 or Down's Syndrome 

by Cumminsll ,12 long before the chromosomal basis was shown by Lejeune 

et al. 13 Subsequently, characferistic patterns were determined for auto-

somal trisomies (18, 13 and 8 mosaics) and for sex chromosome aneuploids 

(Turner syndrome and Klinefelter syndrome). An inverse relationship 

between total finger ridge count and a number of sex chromosomes has 

7 14 15 been demonstrated' , and a developmental model to explain it has be.en 
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15 proposed. Among chromosomal rearrangements, dermatoglyphic patterns 

have been established for Cri du Chat Syndrome (5p-)t Wolf-Hirschhorn 

Syndrome (4p-), Chromosome l8p- Syndrome t Chromosome l8q- Syndrome, 

and Chromosome l8r- Syndrome. 

Clinical disorders with associated abnormal dermatoglyphic patterns, 

which do not result from chromosomal abnormalities have been thoroughly 

, 7 10 16 rev1ewed." There is a strong correspondence between disorders 

which affect the development of the hands and feet and those with ab-

normal dermatoglyphics. The etiology of these disorders includes a 

number of factors,_ such as single gene mutations, the drug Thalidomide, 

and infections such as rubella and cytomegalovirus infection. 

Alterations in dermatoglyphic patterns from chromosomal and non-

chromosomal causes involve either quantitative changes in normal pat-

terns or qualitative changes which do not normally occur. The former 

includes changes in frequencies and/or positions of loops, arches and 

whorls, of ridges t of flexion creases, and of triradii. Qualitative 

changes t following the terminology of David,l7 are "ridges-off-the-

end", ridge hypoplasia, ridge dissociation, and ridge aplasia, condi-

tions, which are not normally found. 

Absence of dermal ridges, also called ridge aplasia, absence of 

fingerprints, and ridgeless patterns, is the most extreme abnormality 

f 'd I h b d ' d' 17,18,19, f . o r1 ges. t as een reporte 1n spora 1C cases, 1n am1-

l ' 20,21,22,23 d' f' 18 ( 'd' 7) 1es, . an 1n some cases 0 tr1somy summar1ze 1n . 

The most extensive study was that of· Baird,22,23 who identified sixteen 

affected individuals in four generations in an Irish-American kindred. 
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The trait was interpreted to be an autosomal dominant. No chromosomal 

abnormalities were detected in leucocyte cultures from two affected 

individuals. All of the sixteen demonstrated the absence of dermal 

ridges on fingers, toes, palms, and soles, but two had some areas of 

ridged skin on the hands. Transient congential milia were also found in 

all sixteen. Three other abnormalities, bilateral partial fleXion con

tractures of the fingers, bilateral partial flexion contractures of the 

toes, were quite variable within the kindred, but showed a complete 

consistency within each of the three sibships in the third generation. 

Sweating was virtually absent in the areas with aplasia. Histological 

study of a skin biopsy from an affected region showed some sweat glands 

but the ducts did not penetrate to the epidermal surface. These sec

ondary characteristics are not always associated with the absence of 

dermal ridges. 

The family, reported here, has absence of dermal with no 

associated ectodermal abnormalities. Affected individuals do have high 

fetal wastage and mosaicism for a deleted X chromosome. 
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II. Family Study 

A. Family History 

The propositus is a twenty year old, white male. He is presently 

an undergraduate student at this institution. He brought himself to 

our attention while taking an introductory genetics course. Physical 

appearance is normal with the exception that the surfaces of the hands 

and feet which normally have ridged skin, uniformly lacked ridged skin. 

There are no associated abnormalities of the skin, hair or nails, nor 

were they present at an earlier age. 

The pedigree (fig. 1) shows that one individual has had the trait 

in each generation for four generations. The mode of inheritance 

appears to be as an autosomal dominant, but an alternative mechanism 

will be proposed later. A second feature which is associated with 

affected individuals is high fetal wastage. I-I and 1-2 produced sev

enteen pregnancies which miscarried or ended in death at the time of 

birth. Two other pregnancies produced viable offspring, though 11-1 

died of tetanus at the age of seven after having her ears pierced for 

earrings. 11-7 and 11-8 produced one miscarriage and four viable off

spring and 111-8 and 111-9 produced two miscarriages and one viable 

offspring, the propositus. The fetal wastage is independent of the

sex of the affected parent. 

The summed progeny from the three couples in the pedigree in which 

one parent is normal and one lacks ridge patterns (1-1 and 1-2, 11-7 

and 11-8, 111-8 and 111-9) are compared with the summed progeny from 
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Figure 1: Pedigree of a family with absence of dermal ridges. 

The propositus is indicated by an arrow. 
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the three couples in which both parents have normal r~dge patterns 

(111-1 and 111-2, 111-3 and l1I-4, 111-6 and 111-7) in Table 3. Al-

though the numbers are small, several observations can be made. Two 

normal parents do not have affected children, while couples with an 

affected parent have about one half affected children. The sex ratio 

is about 1:1 in both groups. The relative excess of affected males 

over affected females is probably a chance result. The three normal 

couples have averaged four viable offspring (12 total children/3 cou-
\., 

pIes) with no miscarriages. The three couples with an affected parent 

have averaged 2.3 viable offspring (7/3), but nine pregnancies (27/3). 

The great-grandparents of the propositus (1-1 and 1-2) came from 

French and Spanish families, respectively, which immigrated to Cuba. 

It is almost certain that they were not consanguinous, nor is there 

any evidence of consanguinity for any of the couples. 

In 1957, the popular Cuban magazine, "Carteles", published an 

article on the family, including photographs of three generations of 

affected individuals (11-7, 111-9, and 1V_13).24 There were also 

statements by 11-7 describing the absence of ridge patterns in his 

father (I-I). Reference was made to an account of the family in the 

newspaper, HEI Mundo", of San Juan, Puerto Rico. 25 

The grandfather of the propositus (11-7), was the only child of 

nineteen pregnancies who survived to adulthood. Other members of the 

family report that he had mild diabetes not requiring insulin, and that 

a gangrenous leg was amputated shortly before his death by heart attack 

at age 58. 
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Table 3 

Reproduction in the Three Couples in which One Parent Lacks 
Ridge Patterns and in the Three Couples in 

Miscarriages 

Viable Offspring 

Affected 

Male 

Female 

Normal 

Hale 

Fenale 

Total Offspring 

Male 

Female 

Both 

which Both Parents are Normal 

One Affected 
Parent 

20 

2 

1 

1 

3 

3 

4 

7 

Two Normal 
Parents 

0 

0 

0 

7 

5 

7 

5 

12 
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The mother of the propositus (111-9) has deafness in one ear and 

has had a bilateral ovariectomy. Her present health is good. There 

are no abnormalities of the skin, hair or nails other than the ridge 

aplasia. General physical appearance is'normal. 

To ,date none of the thirteen individuals in generation IV has 

reproduced. 

B. Dermatoglyphics 

The detailed appearance of an inked print from the propositus is 

shown in the magnification of one area (fig. 2). There is a complete 

lack of organization into ridges. Raised epidermal fragments appear 

to be random in position and variable in size. Some fragments have a 

single sweat pore; a few have two pores; and rare fragments are large 

enough to have more than two. Some small areas totally lack fragments. 

An extensive report on the dermatoglyphics of this family including 

prints from affected and unaffected individuals will be published else

where. 

C. Histology 

Through the generous. cooperation of the Montgomery County Hospital 

staff in Blacksburg, Virginia, histological analysis was performed on a 

skin biopsy taken from the thenar area of the left palm of IV-13. The 

tissues appear to be normal (fig. 3). The stratum corneum is detached 

from the stratum germinativum, but this is probably an artifact. This 

is being analyzed further. Sweat glands appear to be normal except for 

broken ducts at the region of detachment. Sweat pores can be seen in 

fig. 2 and both IV-13 and 111-9 sweat on the volar surfaces of the 
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Figure 2: The details of an inked fingerprint -of the propositus, 

showing no dermal ridges. 
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Figure 2 
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Figure 3: A section of a skin biopsy taken from the propositus' palm. 
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Figure 3 
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Figure 4: a) An enlargement of a skin biopsy section from the 

propositus' palm showing dermal papillae. 

b) Enlargement of sweat glands. 
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Figure 4 
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hands and feet. An enlargement of dermal papillae and sweat glands 

(fig. 4) show normal structure.' The defect seems to involve only the 

epidermal ridges and none of the underly~ng structures. 

D. General Aspects of the Hands 

Both hands of the propositus show partial flexion (camptodactyly) 

of the fifth finger and possible brachydactyly (fig. 5 shows the left 

hand). The parameters of the hands were measured as described by 

26 Feingold and Bossert. Palm length is the distance from the distal 

wrist flexion crease to the metacarpophalangeal flexion crease of the 

third or middle finger. Middle finger length is the distance from the 

metacarpophalangeal flexion crease to the tip of the finger. The total 

hand length is the distance from the distal wrist flexion crease to the 

tip of the middle finger or the sum of the palm length and middle fin-

ger length. Both hands of IV-13 have a palm length of 11.8 cm (0.60 

of the total hand length), a middle finger length of 7.9 cm (0.40 of 

the total hand length) and a total hand length of 19.7 cm. For com-

parison, Feingold and Bossert have presented measurements based on a 

sample of 757 children ranging in age from birth to fourteen years.26 

These data show that palm and finger lengths are still rapidly increas-

ing at age fourteen. While our twenty year old propositus has a pal~ 

length and a total hand length greater than 97 percent of the fourteen 

year olds, his middle finger length is greater than only 75 percent. 

His middle finger length as a fraction of total hand length is less 

than that of over 97 percent of fourteen year olds. This parameter 

is fairly constant, going from an average of 42 percent of newborns 
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Figure 5: The left hand of the propositus, showing absence of dermal 

ridge patterns. 
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Figure 5 
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Figure 6: X-ray photograph of the propositus' hand. 
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Figure 6 
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Figure 7: The left hand of the mother of the propositus, showing 

absence of dermal ridge patterns. 
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Figure 7 
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to 43 percent at ,age fourteen. The major change with age is a drastic 

reduction in the range of 96 percent of the population. 

X-ray photographs of the hands of the propositus (fig. 6) do not 

27 28 indicate any of the several classes of brachydactyly.' None of 

the phalanges or metacarpals is shorter than normal. 

The left hand of the mother of the propositus is shown in fig. 7. 

The proportions of her hands are similar to those of her son~but she 

does not have camptodactyly. 

Flexion creases are normal in the hands of the propos'itus and his 

mother. 

E. Chromosomes 

Leucocytes from the propositus and his mother were cultured and 

chromosomes were banded with standard trypsin-Giemsa techniques. 29 

Both individuals were shown to be mosaic for an extra X chromosome, with 

a complex deletion. Banding indicates that most of the short arm and 

a small part of the long arm are deleted. The propositus is 46,XX/ 

47,XXdelYand the mother is 46,XY/47,XXXdel, with about eighty percent 

euploid cells and twenty percent aneuploid cells in each. 

Typical examples of a normal X, a normal Y, and a deleted X from 

the propositus are shown in fig. 8 and of a normal X and deleted X from 

the mother are shown in fig. 9. In some cells the extra chromosome was 

even smaller, indicating its instability. A complete cytogenetic 

analysis will be presented elsewhere. 

A buccal smear from the propositus was stained with orcein and 

examined for Barr bodies. A fraction of the cells showed a small 
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Figure 8: A normal X chromosome, an Xdel and a normal Y chromosome 

from one of the propositus' aneuploid leucocytes. 

Figure 9: A normal X chromosome and Xdel from an aneuploid leucocyte 

of the propositus' mother. 
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stained body at the periphery. of the,. nucleus. This is presumably the 

inactivate.dXdel. 
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III. Discussion 

A. Interpretation of this Family 

Three features characterize affected individuals in this family: 

l) ridge aplasia, 2) frequent fetal wastage, and 3) mosaicism for an 

extra X chromosome, Xdel. We hypothesize that Xdel is inherited through 

a disomic egg or sperm so that affected individuals are initially 

47,XXXdel or 47,XXdelY zygotes. The mitotic instability of Xdel, 

evidenced by the cells which have even smaller extra chromosomes, is 

expected to lead to chromosome loss, generating euploid lines of cells 

and the observed mosaicism. When these individuals reproduce, they 

will produce some aneuploids like themselves, some normals, and some 

aneuploids with one normal sex chromosome and Xdel. This last group 

can account for the high fetal wastage. Although the extra chromosome 

is clearly an X, the inheritance of the traits mimics an autosomal 

dominant mutation. 

We have reported elsewhere in these proceedings on a mother with 

similar mosaicism for an unstable X chromosome who produced a trisomy 

30 13 son. Although the mechanism was probably different from that 

causing fetal wastage in this family, it illustrates the increased risk 

of an abnormal conceptus for mosaic trisomic parents. 

It was stressed earlier that aneuploidy is well known to affect 

epidermal ridge development, though the effect of sex chromosomes is 

7 rarely this extreme. The epidermal ridges come late in the sequence 

of skin structure development, after blood vessels and nerves are pre-

sent, fetal pads have degenerated, dermal ridges develop, and sweat 
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glands develop. The fact that all underlying structures, including 

dermal papillae and sweat glands, were shown by histological examina-

tion to be normal in the propositus, suggests that the developmental 

interruption caused by Xdel occurs in the last few steps. This cor-

responds to approximately the twentieth to twenty-eighth week of fetal 

567 development. " Cummins has pointed out an alternative mechanism in 

. 22 31 wh1ch epidermal ridges develop normally, but then degenerate.' We 

have no evidence to distinguish between the two mechanisms in this fam-

ily. 

B. Clinical Importance of this Family 

The great-grandfather of the propositus discovered that he lacked 

ridge patterns when he accidentally spilled a bottle of ink while at 

work in a cement factory and found that unlike his fellow workers, his 

fingers left no print patterns. 24 The grandfather's trait was revealed 

when the Federal Bureau of Investigation attempted to fingerprint him 

along with other aliens in Puerto Rico. When the propositus was born, 

the family discovered that he and his mother also had the trait. It 

has been looked upon as a family curiosity. The possible clinical sig..;. 

ni£icance of the absence of ridges and the fetal wastage has never been 

brought to the attention of the family. 

The ridge aplasia is not deleterious nor is it associated with 

deleterious characteristics in this family. No serious birth defects 

have occurred. Nonetheless, dermatoglyphic abnormalities and high 

fetal wastage should alert the physician to potential birth defects. 

In this family, the demonstration of chromosomal mosaicism is a fur-
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ther danger signal. Routine dermatog1yphic examination of prospective 

parents , followed by chromosome analysis when indicated, could be an 

important means in prevention of birth defects. 
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IV. Summary 

A variety of influences on fetal development, including gene 

mutations, chromosomal anomalies and environmental factors, are re

flected in abnormal dermatoglyphic patterns. The most extreme abnor

mality is the absence of dermal ridges. This report presents a family 

in which some individuals completely lack ridges, have high fetal wast

age, and are mosaic for an extra X chromosome with deletions in both 

arms. There are no associated abnormalities of the skin, hair or nails. 

The skin histology is normal in the affected areas. A mechanism is pro

posed to account for the inheritance of the extra X chromosome, and the 

associated phenotypes, fetal wastage and absence of ridges. Finally, 

it is suggested that routine examination of dermatoglyphic patterns 

could aid in the prevention of birth defects. 
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CONCLUSION 

Although considerable progress has been made in the last twenty 

years, medical genetics research is still in its infancy. Our know

ledge concerning the structure and behavior of genes and chromosomes 

and the manner in which genetic diseases are transmitted from generation 

to generation giving rise to various abnormalities, is very limited. The 

four papers presented here deal with various aspects of chromosomes 

and birth defects. 

An attempt was made to understand the various factors responsible 

for banding and spiralization in human chromosomes. By varying the 

amount of heat, I was able to produce bands, spirals or a combination 

of both. Apparently, heat denaturation of chromatin makes available 

to the action of trypsin some chromosomal proteins which would other

wise be protected. Removal of these proteins changes the chromosome 

morphology from bands to spirals. If these proteins can be identified 

one can understand the microscopic variation in chromosome condensation 

and coiling. 

In particular, if th~se proteins are non-histone structural pro

teins, they could provide an important gap left in the hierarchy of 

helices proposed by Bak et. al., (see Ref. 9 in Introduction). It may 

be that these proteins form crosslinks which hold the unit fiber in 

the highest level of coiling in the chromosome. I believe that the 

photomicrograph on page 17, Figure 2b, may represent the unfolding of 

this unit fiber. If these structural,non-histone proteins are partially 

removed, the final folding of the unit fiber can be altered in several 
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ways. First, when some of the crosslinking proteins are removed, the 

unit fiber packing is relaxed, and as a result, the bright Q-bands 

should become wider and possibly brighter if DNA was more accessible 

to the dye. It is quite possible that the photomicrograph on page 32, 

Figure 1, represents such an effect. 

Another speculation is that if the direction of coiling of the unit 

fiber is opposite in the two sister chromatids, and if the crosslinking 

proteins are removed, then the coils will relax in opposite direction, 

giving rise to asymmetric bands as observed in the photomicrograph on 

page 37, Figure 3. 

It is also generally believed that the two sister chromatids have 

the same chemical composition. Unless there is some organizational 

difference between sister chromatids, it is difficult to explain the 

fact that the two chromatids move towards opposite poles during ana

phase. There must be some mechanism preventing two spindle fibers from 

the same pole attaching to sister chromatids. The structural difference 

of centromeres or different helicities in sister chromatids may be the 

underlying factor for spindle fiber recognition. The difference of 

centromeres may be due to the opposite helical arrangement of sister 

chromatids. Therefore, I propose that organizational differences between 

sister chromatids are necessary to prevent frequent non-disjunction. 

The third paper concerns a female with trisomy XXX mosaicism who 

gave birth to a child with trisomy 13. The female had been a patient 
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in an infertility clinic before her pregnancy. Such patients should 

be monitored by amniocentesis. Our investigation also suggests the 

possible existence of meiotic mutants in humans. In one of our meta

phase plates we may have cytological evidence of an X chromosome which 

uncoils itself in its entire long arm due to possible failure of the 

inactivation mechanism. This conjecture is based upon the recent find

ing presented by Summitt at the 1977 Annual Meeting of Birth Defects 

in Memphis that the genes controlling the inactivation are located in 

the long arm of the X chromosome near the centromere. 

FinallYt the last paper deals with a case of rare occurrence 

absence of dermal ridges in four successive generations. A study of the 

pedigree showed high fetal wastage. A deleted X chromosome (Xdel) is 

apparently inherited through a disomic egg or sperm so that the affect

ed individuals are initially 47,XXXdel or 47,XXdelY zygote. The mitotic 

instability results in the frequent loss of Xdel, thus generating eu

ploid cells with the observed mosaicism. When the mosaic individuals 

reproduce, they are expected to have three varieties of offspring: 

i) aneuploids like themselves, with ridge aplasia; ii) normals; iii) 

aneuploids with one normal sex chromosome and one Xdel. The last group 

will account for the high fetal wastage. Although the extra X chromo

some is clearly an Xdel, the inheritance of the trait mimics an auto

somal dominant mutation. 

It is hoped that the findings of our last paper will stimulate the 

use of dermatoglyphics in medical genetics laboratories as an effective 

screening device to prevent future birth defects -- most ubiquitous of 

all human maladies. 
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HUMAN CHROMOSOMES: 
STRUCTURE, ABNORMALITIES AND BIRTH DEFECTS 

by 

Ranjan Y. Goradia 

(ABSTRACT) 

The research presented in this dissertation consists of four papers 

that revolve around the structure of human chromosomes and their rela-

tionship to birth defects. 

A new technique is described to produce spiralization of human 

metaphase chromosomes. The important feature is heat followed by tryp-

sin treatment. By varying conditions, it is possible to produce bands, 

spirals and intermediate states. 

An investigation of human metaphase chromosomes reveals identical 

lateral bands in sister chromatids when stained with Quinacrine mustard 

or Giemsa-trypsin. A hybrid of these two methods produces banding pat-

terns which are different in sister chromatids yet may be repeated in 

homologous chromatids. 

A case study is presented in which a 3l-year old white female with 

a history of ovarian dysfunction and infertility delivered a male infant 

with trisomy 13. Her cultured leucocytes were mosaic for trisomy X. The 

natures of trisomy X and trisomy 13 are discussed with particular empha-

sis on the genetic transmission. 

In another case study of a family, it is found that some individuals 

who completely lack dermal ridges are mosaic for an extra X chromosome 

with deletions in both arms. A mechanism is proposed to account for the 

extra chromosome. 


